
                             
 
 
 Letter from the Race Director of the IFMAR World Championship 1/8 I.C. Off Road 
 
 
 
        Barcelona, 17th August 2022 
 
Hello World Championship participant, 
 
I am Alfonso Pineda, your Race Director at the next IFMAR World Chamìonship of Redovan, Spain to be held 
next month of September 2022. 
 
The RC-Redovan Club & AECAR, the Spanish Association, are working at our best to give all of you the best 
IFMAR event possible. 
 
We have already been track side this past weekend checking all facilities and improvements carried on and all 
keeps on progressing to achieve the planned target. 
 
Among those improvements lapcounting has been carefully taken into account and both lapcounting antennas 
are close to perfection. 
 
To avoid problems on arrival to the track and taking into account all experience achieved I want to highlight 
two important points: transponders numbers and front wings. 
 
In regards of transponders we are going to do the event Timekeeping using MyLaps decoders, to be more 
precise with a MyLaps RC4 Decoder with firmware 4.5, so only MyLaps transponders are compatible, please 
check compatibility as per the following image: 
 

 
 

 



 
In respect of front wings, as Race Director I always put safety in first place ahead of everything, for such reason 
Carbon Fiber ones will not be considered valid as per the possible risk of breakage and undesired injuries; on 
the other hand, the plastic lexan made ones with rounded shape and no sharp edges will be admitted and can 
be equivalent to the carbon fiber designed ones. 
 
In regards to Race Numbers after consultation with the Referees and Timekeeping Supervisor it has been 
decided that the cars will bear the 3 numbers at the frontscreen of the vehicle and at both side-damms of the 
rear wing.  
 
 

 
 
With such number positions the car bodyshell can be much more clear for the Concourse 
D´Elegance to be held at the opening ceremony of the event, a good side advantage. 
 
We are planning to open registration late afternoon of the Saturday 3 of September 2022 & on 
Sunday at 8:30 a.m. we will distribute the initial practice heats and instructions. 
 
Finally, we are going to create a whatsapp group for distribution of information with all registered 
Country Team Managers so that we can have every National Team aware of all the information 
without wasting paper and being enviromental friendly. So we will need to have your Team Manager 
mobile number ready (be sure you provide us a mobile number where Whatsapp app Will be istalled 
and working during the evento). 
 
Mentioning to have your number ready, please store your Transponder/s number in your mobile 
phone, it makes your life, and ours, much more easier. 
 
With my best desire for your race at the IFMAR World Championship event, please receive my warm 
welcome salutation. 
 
 

 
Alfonso Pineda 
 
PS. If you have not send us your required information, transponder number, ID or Passport number, 
fuel brand requested and its quantity and driver picture, please hurry up, send it  a.s.a.p. to 
japineda@aecar.org & info@rc-redovan.es   
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